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Based on the infrastructure of Electronic 
Commerce, negotiation can be proceeded 
through Internet. However, due to no 
face-to-face meeting, the traditional 
negotiation skills, such as “observing the 
opponents carefully” and “the sixth sense”, 
become unsuitable for use. The paper 
therefore presents two effective strategies, 
Expected Utility Strategy and Grouping 
Proposal Strategy, for two-parties 
multi-issues Internet negotiation. Without the 
pre-knowledge of the opponent, the expected 
utility strategy can prevent phony proposals 
from the opponent based on the computation 
that integrates the pre-setting expected utility 
and the opponents’ proposal history. For the 
grouping proposal strategy, the user is 
suggested to propose several proposals in a 
round without scarifying the benefits of our 
side. These round-proposals can actually 
profit the opponent to prevent from useless 
concession. It can be shown that there will be 
a lot of chance to achieve a efficient 
negotiation result when grouping proposal is 
applied by any side. Elaborated experiments 
based on simulation have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the two proposed strategies. 
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 f  = (1-ue)/(ue-Uself(PO1)), 
  = (Uself(POi+1)-Uself(POi))* f 
 
?? f???????(Concession 
Justif cation Factor), Uself????
??????ue???????????
POi?????i???????????







?i?????????????? GP = 
{Pself | t  Uself(Pself)  1,?? Uself???
??????, Pself????????}? 
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???? ?? 0.54 0.38 35 
???? ?? 0.595 0.24 15 
???? ?? 0.625 0.25 11 
?? ???? 0.505 0.51 37 
?? ???? 0.375 0.55 12 
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